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This conceptual article aims to understand how different dimensions of brand portfolios discussed in the extant

literature can predict desirable portfolio outcomes by inluencing the strength of different sub-brands included

in the portfolio. This article has reviewed relevant existing literature related to brand portfolio management in

order to develop a conceptual framework(s) that can guide brand portfolio managers. Based on reviewing the

extant research, this article has developed three theoretical frameworks showing the impacts of different action-

able brand portfolio characteristics on desirable portfolio outcomes through enhancing brand strength. It is also

found that the effects of portfolio dimensions on portfolio outcomes vary across different types of brand portfolio

architectures. A rubric is also developed suggesting different steps that brand portfolio managers should consider

while taking brand portfolio structuring decisions. The article's value lies in developing theoretical frameworks

thatwould help brand portfoliomanagers enhance their understanding of the roles played by contemporary brand

portfolio characteristics that remain unexplained by the traditional portfolio planning tools like the BCG matrix.

© 2019 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

INTRODUCTION

Since the inception of brand management as a discipline,

measuring the actual impact of brand building activities

on a irm’s inancial performance has been a debated is-

sue. It is frequently quoted that developing methods to

understand the productivity of brand marketing in inan-

cial terms would be a major step in enhancing the vitality

of marketing as a function in improving the overall inan-

cial performance of the irm (Rust, Ambler, Carpenter, Ku-

mar, & Srivastava, 2004; Wichailert & Yousapornpaiboon,

2017). Marketingpractitioners areunder tremendouspres-

sure to prove their worth through inancially assessable

performance outputs (Doyle, 2009). Researchers and prac-

titioners both agree that brands are intangible assets of sig-

niicant importance having a major impact on irm perfor-

mance (Ailawadi, Lehmann, & Neslin, 2003). In an attempt

to leverage this intangible asset, companies these days are

trying to extend their strong brand names into varied prod-

uct categories by launchingnewproducts under the existing

brand name (Keller & Sood, 2003).

Prudent management of a brand portfolio pertains to mini-

mizing the business risks involved, and maximizing the re-

turns on investments made in marketing activities. Prior

research reveals a positive relationship between the num-

ber of products afiliated with a brand a and consumer’s

favorable evaluation of brand extension quality (Smith &

Park, 1992). Firms these days have a huge concern about

measuring the effectiveness of brand portfolio strategy in

inancial terms (Aaker, 2006). This necessitates the im-

portance of measuring the effectiveness of brand portfo-

lio strategy in non-inancial terms or terms of consumer

evaluation of the brand. Research is scarce investigating

consumer attitude related outcomes of maintaining brand

portfolio generated by various portfolio dimensions in con-

trast to maintaining single umbrella brand on irm’s i-

nancial performance. There are also various contextual

factors that would impact the inter-relationships between

brand portfolio characteristic dimensions and consumers’

attitude towards the company and the resultant consumer

behavior. From this perspective, understanding the inter-
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relationships between various brand portfolio dimensions

and their combined effect on brand strength perceived by

the consumers would be of signiicant importance.

The extant marketing literature provides a sound rationale

behind building a framework for such a perspective (Keller,

1993; Srivastava, Shervani, & Fahey, 1998). In practice,

the majority of the large irms own a portfolio of different

brands and formulate corporate level strategies pertaining

to the effective utilization of brand portfolio asset to achieve

superior irm performance (Aaker & Strategy, 2004; Kozak,

2018). Morgan and Rego (2009) state that “opposing theo-

retical viewpoints in the literature and evident divergence

in ‘theories in use’ among irms” created a knowledge gap

in brand portfolio research domain. In other words, differ-

ent prior researchworks have focused on different portfolio

dimensions without developing any integrative theoretical

framework. The current study intends to ill this knowledge

gap by developing integrative conceptual frameworks ana-

lyzing the roles played by various characteristic dimensions

of brand portfolio in generating attractive marketing out-

comes through inluencing brand strength across different

portfolio types.

LITERATURE REVIEW ANDMODEL DEVELOPMENT

Types of Brand Portfolio Architecture

There are different brand portfolios depending on varying

methods of designing brand portfolio used by a company.

Three main types of portfolio architectures found in the ex-

tant literature are: branded house, house of brands and

house blend (https://bit.ly/38D069w). In branded house,

there is only one highly leveraged master brand (the par-

ent company name or umbrella brand name), and differ-

ent products (goods and/or services) are afiliatedwith this

single master brand (Kerr, 2006). This is the same as the

corporate branding strategy describedbyRao, Agarwal, and

Dahlhoff (2004). Example: Apple markets all its various

products under a single brandname. In the house of brands,

there is a parent brand that is not signiicantly promoted

or leveraged, and there are many stand-alone sub-brands

afiliated with the parent brand, and each sub-brand oper-

ates independently (Kerr, 2006; Srisangkaew, 2017). Rao et

al. (2004) state, “In house-of-brands strategy, the irm does

not use its corporate name”. Example: Proctor&Gamble be-

ing the parent brand does not getmuch promotional impor-

tance, but various sub-brands under the parent brand are

signiicantly promoted and operate independently. Differ-

ent sub-brands have different products afiliatedwith them.

In the case of house blend, there are various sub-brands af-

iliatedwith the prominently established parent brand such

that the strong image of the parent brand provides strength

to each sub-brand. This is very similar to mixed branding

strategy described by Rao et al. (2004) in which “irms typ-

ically employ a set of house or family brands, such as sub-

sidiary names, in their brand portfolio, in addition to using

the corporate name”. Example: Google is a strong parent

brandproviding strength to various sub-brands acquiredby

it likeYouTube, Gmail andGooglePlace. Hence, houseblend

can be considered as transformed version of the house of

brands. Based on Smith and Park (1992) it can be argued

that portfolio planning refers to exploiting different portfo-

lio characteristics to enhance the strength of the member

brand (s) of the portfolio where brand strength is repre-

sented by reduced branding switching and enhanced per-

ceived brand value.

Problems with Traditional Brand Portfolio Planning

Tools

Aaker (2006) points out the need for reviewing brand port-

folio strategy periodically for eficient management of busi-

ness situations, given that it is essential for a business to

remain contextual in a dynamic marketplace. In such sit-

uations, if the tried and tested brands and sub-brands are

leveraged upon, it would be able to signiicantly reduce the

risk and uncertainty associated with brand marketing in-

vestments. Acquisition by an afiliate company belonging to

a strong business group, like the acquisition of Jaguar Land

Rover by Tata Motor which is afiliated with a strong Indian

business group like Tata (https://bit.ly/34iFsry) might be

successful when the afiliate is supported by the dynamic

business group capabilities and resources (Bruche, 2010).

This type of acquisition can create a successful and syner-

gistic houseblend. In otherwords, sub-brands should lever-

age the strength of the new parent brand (strong business

group) to make the acquisition successful.

When a irm is highly decentralized in its branding ap-

proach, it will lead to increased brand proliferation (Putsis,

1997) by creating a large number of sub-brands. In this

situation, it becomes highly important to clear the con-

fusions related to the positioning of multiple sub-brands

through having a clear brand portfolio management strat-

egy, as high brand proliferation might lead to the problem

of brand cannibalization (Mason & Milne, 1994). Hence,

a strong brand portfolio management becomes highly im-

portant in the context of a multi-brand strategy that would

provide unique strength to each sub-brand reducing brand

cannibalization. A comprehensive understanding of brand

portfolio dimensions can help the brand managers in mak-

ing decisions related to portfolio restructuring, new brand
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acquisition, divesting non-contributing brands and brand

extension (Carlotti Jr, Coe, & Perrey, 2004).

A tool widely and traditionally used by brand managers

in portfolio planning is the BCG matrix (Wind & Mahajan,

1981). However, the lack of eficacy of BCGmatrix in direct-

ing brand managers towards choosing the most appropri-

ate portfolio structure that would optimize proit is proved

to be low by prior research (Armstrong & Brodie, 1994).

The longitudinal study conducted by Armstrong and Brodie

(1994) spanning over a period of ive years amongst the

managers doing portfolio investment planning shows that

87% of the subjects using BCG matrix while planning se-

lected less proitable investment options. Armstrong and

Brodie (1994) argue, “The use of BCG matrix is inhibited

by dificulties in measurement of market growth rates and

relative market shares. One reason for this is that market

boundaries are often dificult to ix”. According to Wright,

Paroutis, and Blettner (2013), several existing portfolio

planning tools are not perceived to be useful by the prac-

titioners, as “they are too generic” in terms of providing in-

sights into future proitability. In summary, the dificulty in

ixingmarket boundaries, and the genericness of traditional

portfolio planning tools have made it dificult to predict the

future proitability of a brand portfolio. This dificulty indi-

cates the importance of measuring the effectiveness of the

brandportfolio in non-inancial termsor termsof consumer

evaluation. Hence, it becomes important that brand man-

agers should have a better understanding of different inher-

ent dimensions of brand portfolio and their relationships

with brand strength in order to do a more insightful brand

portfolio planning. The remaining article delves into this as-

pect.

Portfolio characteristics (Smith & Park, 1992) would vary

depending on the portfolio methodology adopted. Alterna-

tive portfolio design methodologies (branded house, house

of brands and house blend) have already been discussed.

The remaining article will discuss the roles played by var-

ious portfolio characteristics in enhancing brand portfolio

strength across portfolio methodologies.

The concept of the branded house is the same as the sin-

gle brand portfolio discussed by Smith and Park (1992)

where the brand extension is the major tool used to cre-

ate a range of products afiliated with a single brand in a

proitablemanner. A brandedhouse is converted into house

of brands or house blend when the portfolio managers lose

conidence on the ability of a single brand in a catering vari-

ety of products to a highly segmented market. The remain-

ing analysis is based on the assumption that the effective-

ness of a portfolio depends on the nature of its various char-

acteristic dimensions (Smith & Park, 1992).

Brand Portfolio Characteristics Impacting the Strength

of Brands Included in the Portfolio and Subsequent

Marketing Outcomes

Brand extension refers to extending the same brand name

across different product (good and/or service) categories

(Smith & Park, 1992). According to Smith and Park (1992),

success of a brand extension plan in terms of increasing

market shares, advertising eficiency and subsequent proit

maximization depends on the resultant brand strength.

Hence, in order to make brand extension success, the man-

ager should formulate strategies to enhance the brand

strength across products offered by a portfolio. From the

perspective of consumers, brand strength refers to favor-

ably perceived brand value, and reduced brand switch-

ing rate in any product category (Srivastava & Shocker,

1991). In this context, it is important to understand the

roles played by relevant brand portfolio characteristics

that would impact brand strength, as the overall objective

of brand extension strategy is to “capitalize on a brand’s

strength” (Smith & Park, 1992). In the remaining analysis

brand strength will act as the central construct, and the ar-

ticle analyses different brand portfolio characteristics that

will impact brand strength across brand portfolio architec-

ture types.

Smith and Park (1992) mention three basic brand portfolio

characteristics that can impact brand strength. These char-

acteristics are: i) the number of product categories that the

manager should attach to each brand or sub-brand, and this

factor is termed as brand extension level; ii) the quality vari-

ance perceived by the consumers across products afiliated

with each brand; and iii) considerations about the degree of

relatedness or it among the products afiliated with each

brand. The relationships between brand portfolio charac-

teristics and brand strength are discussed below based on

analyzing relevant prior literature.

Brand extension level

The development of an effective brand portfolio strategy

would begin with choosing the number of different prod-

ucts to be afiliated with each brand in a portfolio (Keller &

Aaker, 1992). Drawing from the theories of cognitive cat-

egorization, it is argued that a brand loses its strength, as

the number of different products afiliated with the brand

increases (Aaker & Equity, 1991). Smith and Park (1992)

state, “a brand can be strengthened through systematic ex-

tension” . Hence, it is proposed that a systematic prod-

uct addition to a brand would positively inluence brand
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strength. In order to understand the meaning of system-

atic product addition, one should understand the relation-

ship between product addition and perceived quality vari-

ance across product types attached to a brand.

Perceived product quality variance

The variance in the perceived quality across products afili-

atedwith the brand strongly impacts brand strength (Smith

&Park, 1992). Prior research shows that consumers tend to

rely heavily on the brand name as the main basis for mak-

ing inferences about the quality of products afiliated with

the brand (Cox, 1967). This implies that high perceived

variance in the qualities across products afiliated with the

brand would negatively impact brand reliance and brand

strength due to brand meaning dilution. In summary, low

perceived quality variance across products afiliated with

a brand will positively impact brand strength, and this low

quality variance has to be ensured while adding products

systematically to the brand.

Functional product relatedness/it

Prior literature indicates that consumer’s evaluation of the

brand name extended across multiple product types is pos-

itively impacted by the degree of perceived functional it or

relatedness between the products afiliated with the brand

(Aaker & Keller, 1990). However, Smith and Park (1992)

state, “Still, it is relatively easy to identify brand portfolios

consisting of successful yet loosely related extensions”, and

the negative effect of functional product unrelatedness on

consumer evaluation of the extended brand is likely to di-

minish “once a brand has been extended successfully into

multiple product categories, particularly if these categories

are not highly related”. Hence, it is proposed that in a brand

extension context, the positive inluence of product it on

brand strengthwill be negativelymoderated by the increas-

ing number of successful unrelated products getting afil-

iated with the brand over time. Prior research (Rumelt,

1974) also shows that related diversiicationmight bemore

proitable than unrelated one due to economies of scale.

Hence, a tradeoff between functional product relatedness

and unrelatedness needs to be maintained while adding

products systematically to a brand. Prior research shows

that diversiied irm operating in many businesses eco-

nomically outperforms specialized irm that concentrate

on a single major business, and this diversiication can be

in related and/or unrelated businesses (Grant & Jammine,

1988). Increasing the number and variety of businesses or

product categories generates the threat of intra-portfolio

product cannibalization.

Threat of Product Cannibalization within a Portfolio

Product cannibalization takes place when an existing brand

name is used to enter new product lines which form substi-

tute relationship with the existing products afiliated with

the same brand, and one product gains sales by diverting

consumers from another product under the same brand

(Lomax, Hammond, East, & Clemente, 1997). Substitu-

tion is the primary reason behind market cannibalization

(Harvey, Rothe, & Lucas, 1998). Hence, in a branded house

context, product cannibalization canoccurbetweenany two

afiliated products, if they are perceived to be the substi-

tutes of each other. Product cannibalization is an undesir-

able threat to amarketer, as it eats the incremental revenues

generated by the brand by increasing intra-portfolio com-

petition (Lomax et al., 1997). Product cannibalization is

likely to increase, if product addition to brand is not prop-

erly planned (systematic) such that the newly added prod-

uct is the close substitute of any of the existing products af-

iliated with the same brand. Hence, a planned or system-

atic product addition can reduce product cannibalization

by ensuring insigniicant substitute relationships between

products.

As brand strength refers to favorably perceived brand value,

and reduced brand switching rate ((Srivastava & Shocker,

1991), increased brand strengthwill predict high perceived

brand value and reduced brand switching in each of the af-

iliated products.

Threat of Cross-Brand Cannibalization within a Portfo-

lio

A brand generates competitive rewards through its dis-

tinctiveness compared to other brands (Stobart, 2016).

“When substitute buying behavior is encouraged among

consumers” (Harvey et al., 1998) of any two brands of the

same company due to perceived similarity of the value gen-

erating brand attribute cues, it leads to cross-brand canni-

balization. Thus, cross-brand cannibalization can occur be-

tween any two sub-brands in the contexts of the house of

brands and house blend. In a branded house, cross-brand

cannibalization will not occur, as there is only one master

brand. The only way to reduce cross-brand cannibaliza-

tion is to increase the strength of each sub-brand in terms

of distinctively perceived brand value that will discourage

consumers’ substitution behavior. The real strength of each

sub-brand includes distinctively perceived brand value and

reduced brand switching behavior (Srivastava & Shocker,

1991) as already discussed. Hence, cross-brand cannibal-

ization will be lesser, if individual sub-brand strength is

very high in terms of unique brand positioning. In other
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words, sub-brand strength will negatively inluence cross-

brand cannibalization threat. It is expected that this sub-

brand strength will be higher in a house blend compared to

the house of brands, as each sub-brand’s strength in a house

blend is enhanced by the reputed parent brand strength.

Both brand and product cannibalization contribute to intra-

portfolio competition.

Intra-Portfolio Competition

This dimension represents the extent to which different

products within a sub-brand, and different sub-brands

within a portfolio compete with or cannibalize each other.

Morgan and Rego (2009) focus on inter-brand competi-

tion within a irm’s portfolio due to the similar position-

ing of brands. The management must try to reduce this

intra-portfolio competition by reducing the rates of prod-

uct cannibalization (Lomax et al., 1997) and cross-brand

cannibalization (Harvey et al., 1998), as both of them pos-

itively inluence intra-portfolio competition. This can be

done by reducing product substitution (Harvey et al., 1998)

effect within sub-brand, and increasing the strength (Smith

& Park, 1992)of each sub-brand in terms of uniquely per-

ceived brand value (Srivastava & Shocker, 1991).

Figure 1 given below shows how different brand portfolio

characteristics can impact the strength of branded house

(where there is only a single master or corporate brand)

leading to desirable portfolio outcomes. In the model, each

plane (un-dotted) arrow represents a positive inluence of

antecedent on outcome. A dotted arrow represents neg-

ative inluence. Arrow representing moderating inluence

points to the middle of the path relationship moderated.

Figure 1 shows that there is no cross-brand cannibalization

threat in a branded house due to the absense of multiple

brands.

FIGURE 1. Framework for deteminning the strength of branded house

Portfolio Market Capture

Enhancing portfolio market capture would be an important

objective of portfolio designing specially in case of house of

brands and house blend where the irm intends to expand

its market share by introducing multiple brands. The di-

versemarket capture objective of brand portfolio designing

pertains to the number and variety of market segments in

which the parent brand competes with various sub-brands

afiliated with it, and also with various product categories

afiliated with the sub-brands under the corporate brand

(Aaker & Strategy, 2004). As already discussed, in a house

of brands, the member sub-brands do not get strength-

ened by the image of parent brand, and operate as stand-

alone brands (Kerr, 2006), as the parent brand is not signi-

icantly promoted or strongly recognized by the customers

(https://bit.ly/38D069w). Figure 2 below shows the dy-

namics of a house of brands. In Figure 2, each plane arrow

denotes positive effect, dotted arrow denotes negative ef-

fect, and dotted straight line denotes weak relationship. As

the Figure 2 shows, in a house of brands, parent brand has

weak relationship with sub-brand represented by the dot-

ted line. Figure 2 shows only one sub-brand. Likewise there

can be many sub-brands.
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FIGURE 2. Framework for deteminning the strength of house of brands

In case of house blend, the parent brand is already strong,

and each sub-brand leverages the parent brand strength.

Hence, a variation of Figure 2 is applicable in case of

house blend where each sub-brand will have its indigenous

strength, and at the same time, each sub-brand will gain

strength from the already established parent brand image.

If portfolio success is deined in terms of achieving syner-

gistic brand strength, then house blend would be consid-

ered as the strongest compared to branded house or house

of brands by deinitions. In a house blend, synergy is cre-

ated, as each sub-brand gains strength from the strongly es-

tablished parent brand in addition to its own strength.

The characteristics of house blend portfolio discussed

above are shown below in Figure 3. The meanings of the

arrows in Figure 3 are same as Figure 2. The key difference

between Figure 2 and 3 is the weak versus strong relation-

ships between parent and sub-brand in house of brands and

house blend respectively.

FIGURE 3. Framework for deteminning the strength of house blend

In both house blend and house of brands, two types of po-

tential threats can signiicantly arise that can eat the in-

cremental revenues generated by the portfolio through in-

curring additional costs: product cannibalization at sub-

brand level and cross-brand cannibalization occuring be-

tween the sub-brands, as shown in Figure 2 and 3. Prod-

uct cannibalization can occur in a branded house also as

shown in Figure 1. As discussed, systematic product addi-

tion to each sub-brand while maintaining low substitution

effect between products can reduce the probability of prod-

uct cannibalization.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this paper was to conceptualize the effects

of brand portfolio characteristics (systematic product addi-

tion, perceived quality variance and functional product re-
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latedness and/or unrelatedness) on brand strength. The

analysis shows that the perceptions that consumers hold

about a brand in terms of the selected portfolio character-

istics signiicantly inluence their brand association-based

construal of brand strength. Perceived brand strength in

turn predicts the desirable attitudinal and behavioral out-

comes namely increasing brand value and decreasing brand

switching. The conceptual frameworks showtheperceptual

mechanism of reducing intra-portfolio competition across

brand portfolio types. Intra-portfolio competition is cre-

ated due to cross-brand and product cannibalizationwithin

a portfolio. Cross-brand cannibalization would not be there

in case of branded house, as branded house contains a sin-

glemaster brand. However, product cannibalization can oc-

cur in any of the brand portfolio types discussed. The mod-

els showhowportfoliomanagers can reduce intra-portfolio

competiton and enhance brand strength by strategically

manipulating the actionable portfolio characteristics. Sys-

tematic addition of product categories to sub-brands en-

suring lesser substitution effect between the products is

the key to reduce product cannibalization. Systematic ad-

dition of product categories also determines the statuses

of other two portfolio characteristics namely reduced per-

ceived quality variance across product types under a brand

or sub-brand, and required tradeoff between functional

product relatedness and unrelatedness. Hence, systematic

product category addition is posited to be the most impor-

tant strategic task to be performed by portfolio manager.

When the market is highly segmented and heterogeneous,

it should support the implementation of house of brands

and/or house blend. The reason is that a branded house

with a single master brand may not appeal effectively to all

market segments. However, several other factors also have

to be considered while designing a brand portfolio. For ex-

ample, it can be assumed that the inancial investors would

be more aware of corporate brands than of the individual

sub-brands. Hence, a strong branded house is likely to at-

tract good investments. Moreover, inancial expertsmaynot

signiicantly value house of brands and may undermine the

potential beneits of a differentiated brand portfolio strat-

egy. From the perspective of risk management, investment

communitymay not appreciate that a house of brands strat-

egy can effectively distribute risks over a large number of

brands, and improve the company’s risk proile. Though

the present article analyses brand portfolio dimensions and

portfolio outcomes from consumers’ perspective, it is to

be noted that consumers’ evaluation of brand portfolio can

be signiicantly related to inancial investors’ perspective

also. A segment of consumers can become investors, and in-

vestors can do signiicant research about consumers’ eval-

uation of corporate portfolio before investing.

Rubric

1. Does your brand portfolio represent a branded house?

If yes, then conirm to (a) and (b) points below. If no, then

move to question number (2).

a) Are the products systematically added to the portfolio en-

suring least quality variance?

b) Are the products having very low substitution effect en-

suring insigniicant product cannibalization?

2. Does your brand portfolio represent a house of brands?

If yes, then conirm to (c), (d) and (e) points below. If no,

then move to question number (3).

c) Same as (a).

d) Same as (b).

e) Are the sub-brands signiicantly strong and distinctively

positioned ensuring insigniicant cross-brand cannibaliza-

tion?

3. Does your brand portfolio represent a house blend? If

yes, then conirm to (f), (g), (h) and (i) points below.

f) Same as (a)

g) Same as (b)

h) Same as (e)

i) Is the parent brand of the house blend positioned in such

a way that it complements all the sub-brands afiliated with

it by providing complementary strength?

Before taking portfolio design decisions, the portfolio man-

agers should conduct signiicant market research to un-

derstand consumers’ existing preference structure towards

corporate brand, sub-brands, and consumers’ existing per-

ceptions of portfolio characteristic dimensions.

CONCLUSION

An eficient designing and prudent management of brand

portfolio requires that the portfolio managers understand

the impacts of the characteristic dimensions of brand port-

folio, and then make informed decisions to enhance the

strength of brand (s) included in the portfolio. This article

intends to aid brandmanagers in this aspect by identifying a

set of brand portfolio characteristic factors and their inter-

relationships thatwoulddetermineultimate brand strength

and reduce intra-portfolio competition.

IMPLICATIONS

Managerial Implications

The frameworks developed are expected to help the man-

agers in designing a brand portfolio that will maximize

the strengths of parent and/or sub-brands in the portfolio

which in turn will increase perceived brand value and re-
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duce brand switching as desirable marketing outcomes of

brand portfolio. Systematic product addition is the most

important strategic predictor of brand strength in a port-

folio, as systematic product addition determines the qual-

ity of other two portfolio characteristic dimensions namely

perceived quality variance across products and functional

product relatedness and/or unrelatedness. In other words,

systematic product addition includes taking care of other

factors so that the quality variance across products is low,

and tradeoff is maintained between functional product re-

latedness and unrelatedness. Based on the above frame-

works developed, a brand portfolio rubric is given below.

The rubric does not offer prescriptions to portfolio man-

agers, rather it suggests certain strategic steps that man-

agers should conform while designing a strong brand port-

folio.

Implications for future research

The threoretical frameworks developed are conceptual

models, and need to be quantitatively validated. The mod-

els are perceptual, as they represent consumer’s perception

of the strength of a irm’s portfolio and resultant attitudinal

outcomes namely perceived brand value and brand switch-

ing tendency. Future research should largely focus on de-

veloping and validating scales to measure three main port-

folio dimensions identiied namely perceived degree of sys-

tematic product addition, quality variance across product

categories afiliated with a sub-brand, and functional prod-

uct relatedness and/or unrelatedness. This article analyses

the consumers’ evaluation aspect of brand portfolio, and ig-

nores the perceptions of other important stake holders like

inancial investors.
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